NYC's Oldest Active Anime Club

Metro Anime
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Date: 07/27/08
Time: 11:00 am

For more information,
please visit us on the
Web at
www.metroanime.org

Join us for a showing of fantastic anime
featuring dungeons and dragons, heroic
quests, time-traveling heroes, modern
mysteries and more magical girls than
you can shake a crystal ball at.

Zaro’s
920 Broadway
Btw. 20th & 21st Sts.
New York, NY

Deltora Quest
The evil Shadow Lord has taken control of the kingdom of Deltora and has driven the land
and its people into misfortune and suffering. Lief, the son of a blacksmith, has just turned
sixteen and is entrusted, along with his two companions Barda and Jasmine, with an
important mission: to retrieve the stolen seven magical stones that once reunited within
the Belt of Deltora, will bring power to the true heir of Deltora and give him the power to
free the kingdom from the tyranny of the Shadow Lord.
Happy Seven
Amano Sakogami is a girl who has an unnatural amount of bad luck. One day, she stumbles into
the clubroom of the Better Fortune Research Organization, which consists of a boy and seven
other girls who secretly use the power of the 7 happy gods to fight against the Magatsugami,
monsters who can affect a person's luck & well-being. Amano soon becomes the club's manager,
and joins the club in their fight against the Magatsugami and their controller, Kukitomoe.

Legend of Himiko (Himiko-den)
High school student Himiko finds her life changed forever when a mysterious flame appears
before her one day. Along with her schoolmate Kutani, Himiko is transported to an ancient
kingdom known as Yamatai. The kingdom has come under the attack of the Kune empire during
its ritual to select a queen among six candidates. As the evil general of Kune creates an army of
undead for power, the queen candidates lead a resistance force to overthrow the Kune empire.
They soon find themselves fighting alongside the queen candidates to save the kindgom.

Magikano
Ayumi Mamiya is a witch cursed to lose her powers but there is one boy who can break
the spell and save her. Haruo Yoshikawa thinks he is a normal boy but unknown to him
his three sisters are witches who use their magical powers to keep him protected and
ignorant about the existence of magic. Now Ayumi must wake up Haruo's latent
powers to save herself but his sisters will have none of that.

sola
Conceived by the creators of two Japanese blockbuster PC games, Naoki Hisaya (Kanon)
and Naru Nanao (D.C. ~ Da Capo~), sola is a mysterious and fantastic story of Yorito
Morimiya, a high school student who loves to take photos of the sky. One night, he meets
a mysterious girl, Matsuri Shihou, who tells him she is a “Yaka,” an immortal, ageless
existence. Their chance meeting unravels a story that stood still for hundreds of years...

Soul Eater

Set in the Shinigami technical school for weapon meisters, the series revolves
around 3 groups of each a weapon meister and a human weapon. Trying to make
the latter a "Death Scythe" and thus fit for use by the Shinigami, they must collect
the souls of 99 evil humans and 1 witch.

